Business and Market Intelligence Platform for Smarter Decisions
The world of information is constantly expanding. It’s time to bring it together.

**IHS Connect** is an online market and business intelligence platform that brings together IHS industry analysis, in-depth market research, technical information and forecasts with robust analytical capabilities. Delivered directly to your desktop or iPad, IHS Connect enables faster, smarter business decisions.

Designed for strategic planners across capital intensive industries, the platform’s intuitive and flexible interface brings the world of IHS information and insight together for a comprehensive and in-depth view of the global business landscape — from managing risk and evaluating costs to understanding investment outlooks and developing corporate strategy.

Innovative technology and robust tools transform how you discover, analyze and integrate the IHS information and insight that drives your business. IHS Connect lets you realize new possibilities, develop new ideas and advance high-value decisions with greater speed and confidence.

**IHS Connect.**
Connecting you to a world of insight and information from IHS.

---

**IHS Connect at a Glance**

**Tap** into the expertise of world class thought leaders

Our team of world renowned experts, with deep intellectual capital from diverse industries and regions across the globe, create the foundation of information and insight available on IHS Connect. Let their ideas, insights and analysis inspire you — resulting in solid business decisions that will shape the future of your organization.

**Experience** the simplicity of the IHS Connect interface

Elegant and easy to use, the IHS Connect interface provides flexible navigation options to help you discover content quickly and smart analytical tools enable more-efficient workflows to support your next decision.
Functionality designed for answers

- Navigate content by insight, industry, geography or company
- Customize your research through a personalized dashboard
- Discover rich content and time series data with smart search functionality
- Analyze and model information and insight based on your personal workflow
- Test your assumptions through our energy and economic scenarios
- Visualize information on dynamic charts, graphs and maps
- Export content to Excel, PDF, PPT
- Save and automatically refresh your research

Search an unmatched breadth of insight in one instant

No more searching multiple sources: save valuable time through single search capability and easily consolidate themes, discover information you didn’t know was available and view a broader panorama of the global business landscape.

Customize the dashboard to a personalized workflow

Easy to use “drag and drop” functionality enables you to customize your dashboard to display the information you need. Select amongst the many available modules for an integrated view of your area of interest.
Information Convergence
A connected view of the global business landscape

Navigate the breadth and depth of IHS leading-edge research, analysis, forecasts and data with IHS Connect. Monitor the investment climate and mitigate risk as you seamlessly weave from question to answer, exploring new perspectives and examining many aspects of an issue as you develop, refine and stress test your strategy.

Capital & Operating Costs Analysis
Plan for and project future upstream capital and operating project development costs through continuous index-based monitoring of the global upstream and downstream cost environments.

Energy Market Analysis
Insight across global and regional energy markets (upstream, downstream, midstream, gas, power, coal and renewables) including supply and demand, trend, and technology analysis. Gain an independent perspective on policy drivers and industry developments across the energy industry—tracking projects and company activity in oil, gas and power generation, highlighting competitor, geopolitical, regulatory and operational opportunities and risk.

Economics & Country Risk Analysis & Forecasts
Evaluate the business and investment climate with in-depth economic and country risk analysis and forecasts for 200+ countries. Access deep coverage of the US economy on a national, state, regional, and metro level. Compare global sector performance with harmonized coverage of 95 industries in 75 countries.

Company Transaction, Merger and Acquisition Information
Assess your competitors’ strategies through independent transaction valuation, research and strategic analysis on the world’s leading energy and chemical companies critical to capital allocation decisions and strategic planning.

Chemical Market Intelligence
Access in-depth coverage of more than 300 commodity, intermediate and specialty chemical markets and 2,000 processes to evaluate near and long-term supply and demand outlooks. From upstream feedstock supply to downstream end-use market demand, our world-renowned economic forecasting and country analysis across global chemical value chains, including changes in global production, consumption and trade flows, will help your strategic planning.

For more information visit IHS.com/connect
Login today at connect.ihs.com